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Abstract: This paper discusses new perspectives for a usage-based paremiology from a 
corpus-linguistic point of view. Using the example of proverb patterns, it shows different 
degrees of fixedness and proverb quality in German-English contrast. An interesting 
insight is that proverb similarities and differences can also be described by restrictions of 
semi-abstract schemes.

1. Corpus linguistics m eets parem iology
The proverb lives on. A quick glanvce at the world of new media is enough to see 
the endless creativity of fixed sentences. New media revive these old (not old-fash-
ioned) text types. The colloquial forms of Internet communication resemble spoken 
language and this could be an explanation for the growing number of proverbs and 
slogans on Internet platforms, Facebook, Twitter etc. Speakers/writers use prov-
erbs to reflect upon their messages and to comment on problems of everyday life, 
politics, culture and sports. Huge text databases of modern written language (elec-
tronic corpora) show the vitality of proverbs in the 21st century as well. If one 
needs proof for this, I recommend consulting the proverb frequency lists that we 
have compiled in the context of our exhaustive empirical proverb studies during 
the last years. These lists are results of complex iterative search procedures that 
we developed based on the German Reference Corpus DeReKo (cf. Institut fiir 
Deutsche Sprache 2017).1 We distinguish between search procedures based on 
narrow queries (fixed components, fixed syntax, no variance regarding inflections, 
word forms etc.) and wide queries that allow modifications and variances of

1 DeReKo is the largest linguistically motivated collection of electronic corpora of 
written German worldwide. It contains fictional texts, newspaper texts, specialized 
texts, scripted speeches, Internet-based communication and many other text types. 
DeReKo is hosted at the Institute for the German Language in Mannheim (EDS), 
the central non-university research institution for the study and documentation 
of the German language, its contemporary use and modern history. This research 
started with the EU proverb project in 2008-2010. The project was financed by the 
EU commission for two years. Aside from our own IDS group, the partners came 
from Austria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovenia and Slovakia (Progr. Nr. 2008-2010, 
143376-LLP-1-2008-1-SI-KA2-KA2MP). The Sprichwortplattform (Proverb platform) 
has been hosted at the IDS. The proverb database is also integrated in the “OWID 
Sprichworterbuch” that my project is compiling (cf. SWB; refer to “Internet resources 
and sites” at the end of this paper).
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structure, lexical components and contexts. It is simply astonishing to see the 
high frequencies even for the fixed proverb form captured by the narrowest query. 
Example (1) shows the 10 most frequent proverbs of our online dictionary “OWID 
Sprichworterbuch” (cf. SWB)2:

(1) The 10 most frequent proverbs in the OWID proverb dictionary:3
1 . Klein, aber fein (23,959) (Small, but nice)
2. Weniger ist mehr (15,443) (Less is more)
3. Ende gut, alles gut (13,543) (All’s well that ends well)
4. Der Schein trügt (12,815) (Appearance deceives)
5. Die Hoffnung stirbt zuletzt (12,458) (Hope dies last)
6. Sicher ist sicher (10,792) (Certain is certain)
7. Aller guten Dinge sind drei (10,579) (All good things come in threes)
8. Der Weg ist das Ziel (9,706) (The way is the goal)
9. Was lange währt, wird endlich (9,536) (What takes a long time, will

gut finally be good)
10. Ehre wem Ehre gebürt (8,246) (Honor to whom honor is due)

One challenge of our approach is to combine the results of modern corpus linguis-
tics with the exhaustive and nearly encyclopedic research on paremiology and 
folklore. As happens often in times of innovation, in the face of the tremendous 
possibilities associated with the technological revolution and the exploration of 
language mass data, corpus linguistics tended to throw the baby out with the bath-
water and sometimes to reinvent the wheel. But nothing is new by itself. One should 
respect and use the insights and the experiences of a century-long research tradi-
tion. In our case the questions must be: 1) Which cross connections exist between 
these two research fields? 2) In which specific aspects can the corpus-empirical 
approaches open up new vistas for proverb research as well as for linguistics as a 
whole? The answer to the first question may sound a bit unexpected: both groups, 
paremiologists and corpus linguists, are collectors. Both want to compile as many 
examples and texts as possible in order to compare similar use and to detect gen-
eral structures and patterns on different levels of abstraction. Paremiology did and 
does it by collecting a huge number of proverbs in many languages. The main

2 This list is based on the DeReKo sub-corpora W-W4 archive with a size of about 27 
billion word forms (November 2017). Due to lack of space I cannot list the queries 
for the frequencies in this paper. But all are well documented. Soon our proverb 
frequency tables including the queries will be available on the website of my IDS 
project “Usuelle Wortverbindungen” (cf. UWV).

3 In brackets are used for the English word-by-word translations of the German 
examples as well as for the numbers of corpus hits.
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goals are describing distinct cultural characteristics in a language in contrast to 
others, on the one hand, and finding cross-linguistic universal concepts on the 
other. I would like to mention just three selected prominent examples from the 
20th resp. 20th centuries: The collections of the famous folklorist Matti Kuusi, 
nowadays well documented in The Matti Kuusi International Type System o f Prov-
erbs by Outi Lauhakangas (cf. MKDB); Grigorij L. Permjakov’s collection of about 
50.000 proverbs from more than 200 cultures; and honor to whom honor is due: the 
huge library of about 3.600 proverb collections from all over the world compiled 
by Wolfgang Mieder in his impressive Vermont archive (see the introduction in 
Mieder 2011)4.

Corpus linguists also collect data, many texts and expressions, snippets or 
snapshots of real language use, with the help of huge databases of course. Those 
databases try to incorporate a large subset of language, including variation in 
regard to time, text type, regional variants, etc., but are not focused on specific 
research questions, as is mostly the case in traditional collections of texts which 
contain proverbs (in printed or in electronic form).

But what do corpus linguists do if they are interested in qualitative interpre-
tation? They also try to discover distinct characteristics of usage, specific contex-
tual conditions in a language, as well as fixed patterns and entrenched cognitive 
structures. The common ground could be encapsulated by the following word 
pair: collecting and pattern search.

Regarding the second question, the following fact is essential: With very 
large text corpora and intelligent automatic methods it became possible to study 
many similar examples of usage to uncover hidden structures and to examine 
scales of typicality and productivity. In this way, the traditional criteria for pro-
verb status (cf. Rohrich & Mieder 1977, Hrisztova-Gotthardt & Aleksa Varga 
2015) can be validated in a completely new quantitative dimension (cf. Steyer 
2012, 2015a).

Today, corpora with billions and billions of word forms are available. For 
example, DeReKo with its size of 42 billion word forms roughly corresponds to 
100 million book pages and more, an incredible amount; impossible to handle 
without automatic methods. But for modern proverb research, the growing 
amount of data is a blessing. In the early times of corpus linguistics, the validity of 
these methods for the analysis of idioms and proverbs was doubted because of the 
rare frequency of such lexical units in general corpora, compared, for example, to 
collocations. This has changed fundamentally nowadays.

Apart from new insights into all aspects of proverb genesis, structure, meaning, 
usage and productivity, corpus analysis enables a fundamental change of per-
spective. Proverbs themselves can be regarded as realizations of more general

4 In this context, Wolfgang Mieder’s work as a bibliographer must also be appreci-
ated: see Mieder 2009 and the volumes of Proverbium.
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semi-abstract sentence patterns and schemes5. As an equal part of the lexicon, 
proverbs share attributes and characteristics with non-proverb multi-word units 
and other lexical items.

In the following sections I will discuss some characteristics of proverb 
patterns using English and German examples. Beside DeReKo, I analyzed data 
from the German web corpus deTenTenl3 (about 16 billion words) and the 
English web corpus enTenTenl3 (about 19 billion words), both integrated in 
Sketch Engine (cf. SkE). As reference inventories for English-American prov-
erbs and patterns, I use primarily the Mieder dictionary Different Strokes for dif-
ferent Folks (cf. Mieder 2015); for the German examples our own OWID Proverb 
dictionary.

2. Patterns -  corpus-driven: The lexpan m ethodology
Our central methodological approach for the detection of patterns is the explo-
ration of so-called KWIC (Key-word-in context) lines6 and the exploration of 
slots of defined patterns. For this, we have developed the language indepen-
dent pattern matching tool lexpan (Lexical Pattern Analyzer)7, lexpan supports 
the explorative investigation of syntagmatic structures with regard to their lex-
ical fixedness and variance as well as the nature of slot fillers, lexpan provides 
a specialized working environment, e.g. for restructuring and annotating the 
interpreted data and for visualizing it for new forms of lexicographic represen-
tation. Currently, online users can work with collocation data and KWICs. The 
KWIC lines are extracted from a corpus using search patterns with fixed lexical 
elements and (one or more) proportions slots and then imported into lexpan. 
So, we can now observe the quantitative distribution of different syntagmatic 
structures, lexpan can count the slot fillers and present them in filler tables. 
Such tables show the absolute and relative frequencies of the lexical fillers for 
one or more slots (from bigrams to n-grams). For illustration, I use a pattern 
with a typical structural proverb component, the indefinite pronoun niemand -  
nobody, the pattern Niemand ist X  -  Nobody is X. To avoid too much “noise” (i.e. 
false results that are not pattern realizations), I formulated narrow queries that 
only capture instances where the sentence ends after the X slot and searched 
for these patterns; in deTenTenl3 for Niemand ist X there are 2,451 hits and in 
enTenTenl3 for Nobody is X there are 3,582.

5 The term ‘realization’ means lexical occurrences or lexical variants of a pattern in a 
corpus.

6 As for the bottom-up methodology and the focus on linguistic surfaces, our ap-
proach is grounded in the tradition of corpus pattern analysis (CPA) (cf. Sinclair 
1991, Hanks 2013).

7 The program is available for download on the lexpan website (cf. lexpan).
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Tab. 1: Automatic filler tables for Niemand ist X; Nobody is X (lexpan: snippet)

filler frequency percentage filler frequency percentage
perfekt 690 28,55 perfect 673 18,98
da 238 9,85 [...]
unfehlbar 94 3,89 safe 131 3,70
vollkommen 91 3,76 there 121 3,41
vergessen 63 2,61 home 118 3,33
[...] happy 77 2,17
unersetzlich 43 1,78 immune 50 1,41

The lexpan filler tables in Table 1 for the X slot show the percentage distribution 
(snippets):

The prototypical realization of this pattern in both languages is a proverb, namely 
Niemand ist perfekt resp. Nobody is perfect?. This result (proverbial components as 
prototypical fillers) is not a singular finding, but can be observed for most such 
patterns: Proverbs are definitely a single entry in our mental lexicon and a model 
for other pattern uses.

If we go deeper into the interpretation, we can see that there are two semanti-
cally restricted filler groups, namely PERFECTION and REPLACE ABILITY, lexpan 
allows us to annotate, comment and systematize the fillers manually according to 
qualitative criteria. Table 2 shows the qualitatively grouped fillers of the German 
pattern:

All these occurrences are expressions of worldly wisdom in sentence form 
with the function ‘calming’ or ‘consolation’ in case of PERFECTION and ‘admoni-
tion’ in case of REPLACEABILITY. The other fillers don’t indicate expressions of 
wisdom, but rather regular declarative sentences, e.g. Niemand ist verletzt (Nobody 
is injured) / Niemand ist verantwortlich (Nobody is responsible) / Niemand ist 
glücklich (Nobody is happy) / Niemand ist traurig (Nobody is sad). Of course, these 
sentences can also be contextualized pragmatically, but this is not incorporated 
in the meaning of adjectives like injured or responsible. These distinct characteris-
tics become clearer when searching the past tense of the sentence: Niemand war 
(Nobody was) X. In this form, no adjective refers to any of the two concepts PER-
FECTION and REPLACEABILITY.

8 Nobody is perfect is also a widespread Anglicism in German with a higher frequency 
than the German equivalent Niemand ist perfekt. Nobody is perfect in DeReKo W-W4 
with 1,614 hits; in deTenTenl3 with l,949hits.
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Tab. 2: Qualitatively grouped filler tables (lexpan: snippet)

Tag PERFECTION_________________________________________________________
Lückenfüller__________ Anzahl__________ Prozentanteil_________ Translation

perfekt 690 28,55 perfect
unfehlbar 94 3,89 infallible
vollkommen 91 3,76 perfect
fehlerfrei 32 1,32 faultless
allwissend 20 0,83 all-knowing
Perfekt 13 0,54 perfect
fehlerlos 12 0,50 faultless
unbesiegbar 11 0,46 invincible
unschlagbar 7 0,29 unbeatable
unverwundbar 6 0,25 invulnerable

Tag REPLACEABILITY____________________________________________________

unersetzlich 43 1,78 irreplaceable
unersetzbar 21 0,87 irreplaceable
unentbehrlich 3 0,12 indispensable
unantastbar 2 0,08 sacrosanct
unberiihrbar 2 0,08 untouchable

A divergence between the German and English pattern can be observed 
regarding the typicality of the semantic field restriction: In the English KWIC lines, 
these two groups are not as dominant and productive with several lexical fillers, 
but still existent.

It is to be noted that KWICs and fillers are only indicators. For the final linguistic 
and lexicographic description, the full text citations always have to be examined.

3. More or less fixed sentence patterns 

3.1. T h e  p a t t e r n - b a s e d  v ie w  o n  p ro v e rb s

The idea of semi-abstract proverb schemes or formulae is not new9. For German, 
e.g. Seiler described ‘formelhafte Wendungen und typische Satzverbindungen’

9 For an overview of the proverbial formulae research and central types see also Mac 
Coinnigh2015.
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(z.B. Wer -  der, Kein -  ohne-, Besser -  als) (Seiler 1922, p. 186). Later in the 20th 
century, several famous folklorists discussed this phenomenon: as ‘proverbial 
formula’ (e.g. Man soil) (Taylor 1930, p. 152); as a relation between ‘Formelement’ 
and ‘strukturgleiche Sprichwortgruppen” (e.g. Wo -  da) (Kuusi 1966, pp. 98-100); 
as ‘proverb architectural formula’ (e.g. Better than or A ... is a ...) (Dundes 1975, 
p. 962); as ‘Bauformen’ and ‘Denkschablonen’ like A ist A; Ohne A  kein B; Kein 
A ohneB oder Lieber(besser) A  als B (Rohrich & Mieder 1977, pp. 60-64) as ‘formula 
patterns’ using the Who..., (that)...model (Krikmann 1998, p. 71). Many proverb 
formula concepts were also influenced by structuralism, especially in the Slavic 
research community (see Gryzbek 2000).

All these folklorists were interested in universal, cross-cultural patterns as 
I mentioned before. However, such observations could not be validated or studied 
in detail before the progress in language technology.

Our term ‘proverb pattern’ is a subtype of the term ‘sentence patterns’ which 
itself is a subtype of the general term ‘lexical pattern’ that I introduced in my 
model of ‘Usuelle Wortverbindungen’ (Multi-word expressions in common use) 
(cf. Steyer 2013, 2015b, Steyer/Hein 2018, Steyer 2018). Lexical patterns consist 
of fixed lexical components (‘lexical anchors’) as well as slots10. The slot fillers 
indicate realizations of those patterns in specific communicative situations. 
They can have different degrees of typicality (measured by frequency). Fillers 
have similar semantic and/or pragmatic characteristics, but don’t necessarily 
belong to the same morpho-syntactic category. The nature of filler groups 
cannot be predicted a priori or by rules, but only based on an inductive, bot- 
tom-up analysis. The main point is that the concept ‘lexical pattern’ is strongly 
usage-based. It must display a kind of entrenchment based on recurrent usage 
in corpora.

Sentence patterns can arise from a) slogans, quotations or frequent everyday 
comments; and b) from proverbs or proverbial sayings -  or vice versa: new 
slogans and proverbial sayings can be coined using existing patterns. I will focus 
on case b).

Let’s take a look at the frequent English pattern There’s more than one way to 
X (4,410). Mieder lists for this pattern e.g. the following complements: to skin a 
cat-, to cook a goose-, to peel an orange (Mieder 2015, p. 31). In enTenTenl3 one can 
also find e.g. catch a fish-, peel a banana / an apple-, pick a cherry, skin a rabbit / the 
proverbial cat). The prototypical filler indicates indeed the proverb There is / there’s 
more than one way to skin a cat, e.g. in the following citations of web communica-
tion in enTenTenl3:

10 The interface between the UWV pattern theory, phraseology and usage-based 
approaches of construction grammar is discussed in many contexts. For German 
see e.g. Steyer (ed.)2018.
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(2)
There is more than one way to skin a cat apparently (what a horrible saying, 
where does that come from?) (jugglingdynamite.com)
But Bush was wrong to tell us that “you are either with us or against us”: there 
is more than one way to skin a cat. (voiceoftheturtle.org)
My mother told me that there is more than one way to skin a cat, but my 
grandmother taught me there is only one way to iron a dress shirt, (tanashabitat. 
com)
There is more than one way to skin a cat here, and there are probably 
advantages and disadvantages in each possibility, (textwise.com)
I had a high school biology teacher who liked to proclaim that there is more 
than one way to skin a cat, that there are, in fact two ways: a right way and a 
wrong way. (annholm.net, dannyrubin.com)
Grandma once told me that there is more than one way to skin a cat-, looking 
back, I now realize I don’t know any of them, and I’d be just as lost fattening a 
groundhog, (appalachianhistory.net)

The good news from these examples from websites, blogs, and chat forums is that 
the general principles of proverb use, their embedding in specific communicative 
contexts with specific functions seem to be well and alive: for example, the invoca-
tion of an authority like the grandma or the teacher, the play with the truth of the 
proverb message (it’s true / false), etc.

Despite all variants, the holistic meaning of the pattern is strongly determined 
by the meanings of the noun way. The main message of this pattern is stable and 
expresses that there are always several options, possibilities or alternatives to do 
something (whatever it is).

3.2 P a ttern  c o n v e r g e n c e s  an d  d iv e r g e n c e s  b e tw e e n  
G erm a n  an d  E n g lish

3.2.1 Besser X  als Y -  Better X  than Y

Seiler regards the proverb structure Besser -  als (better -  than) as the most wide-
spread ‘Strukturformel’ (structural formula). In modem corpora both in German 
and in English, this pattern is also very frequent and has many different internal 
extensions. If we explore the slots of the pattern Besser X als Y in German and 
Better X than Y in English corpora (X and Y are single words), we can observe a 
similar restriction in both languages: The dominant concept of the majority of 
fillers is TIME. In the German web corpus deTenTenl3, approx. 35 % of fillers refer 
to a temporal concept (comparable in English). The prototypical realization is the 
proverb Besser spät als nie-, in English the one-to-one equivalent is Better late than 
never. There is a large number of variations of the temporal meaning: German (GE) 
heute -  morgen (today -  tomorrow); Jetzt -  nie (now -  never); English (EN) Now -  
later, sooner -  later etc. The temporal concept can also be realized by more complex
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structures: Besser ein Ende mit Schrecken, als ein Schrecken ohne Ende (Better an end 
with pain, than pain without end).

In the second position of the English filler table (18 %), one can see the fillers 
safe -  sorry for the proverb Better safe than sorry. The German equivalent Besser 
Vorsicht als Nachsicht also occurs in the German filier table. In addition the pattem 
slots of the German Besser X als Y are filled with a huge number of non-temporal 
lexemes with different structures and morpho-syntactic classes:

(3)
Word pairs
gemeinsam  -  einsam (together -  lonely) 
aktiv  -  passiv  (active -  passive) 
overdressed -  underdressed11 
Vorbeugen -  heilen (to prevent -  to heal)
Minijobs -  Schwarzarbeit (underpaid jobs -  undeclared labor)

Some of these word pairs are antonyms like together -  lonely. Those realizations 
have the potential to be an expression of wisdom. Other fillers express connotative 
preferences referring to individual perspectives or themes, but they are not based 
on common sense or experience.

The fillers can also be embedded in much more complex structures. Again, 
some are proverbs, others not. Here are some examples for complex frequent 
realizations: (4) for the German pattem, (5) for the English pattern.

(4)
Besser den Spatz in der Hand, als die Taube au f dem Dach 
(Better the sparrow in the hand than the pigeon on the roof)
Besser eine Glatze als gar keine Haare 
(anti-proverb: Better a bald head than no hair at all)
Besser reich und gesund als arm und krank 
(anti-proverb: Better rich and healthy than poor and ill)
Besser mehrere dünne Schichten Übereinanderstreifen als wenige dicke.
(Better to put on several layers of light clothing than few layers of warm 
clothing.)

In this pattern, we can observe different scales of productivity depending on the 
filler nature. The German pattern is much more productive than the English formula 
with respect to the non-temporal one-word-slot. As for the complex structures, the 
German patterns are often anti-proverbs and ironical word plays. The English pat-
tern has more proverbial realizations, such as the examples in (5).

11 These fillers are used as Anglicisms in German.
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(5)
Better the devil you know than the devil you don’t 
Better to be alone than in bad company 
Better to die with honor than live with shame 
Better to light a candle than to curse the darkness 
Better to reign in hell than to serve in heaven

Despite these differences, all occurrences have an identical abstract meaning that 
was already expressed in Permjakov’s grammar of proverbial wisdom: ‘If one cir-
cumstance has a specific quality, and another circumstance has another quality 
or the same quality to a different degree, so is one of the circumstances to be pre-
ferred to the other one.’ (Grzybek 2000, p. 75, my translation). Furthermore, there 
is a gradual connotation: A is not perfect either, but still better thanB.

3.2.2 There are no X  only Y -  Es gibt kein X nur Y

Mieder lists typical examples for so-called ‘Strukturformeln’ for American pro-
verbs. One of these groups is the pattern There are no X, only Y, e.g.

(6)
a) There are no dull subjects, just dull writers
b) There are no problems, only opportunities
c) There are no bad dogs, only bad owners
d) There are no bad students, only bad teachers (Mieder 2015, p. 31).

The saying in (6b) There are no problems, only opportunities leads us to the domi-
nant use of the pattern in enTenTenl3: The majority of fillers indicate a pragmatic 
function that can be called ‘relativization’ or ‘encouragement.’ Typical X fillers are 
e.g., mistakes / problems / answers / rules, e.g.

(7)
There are no mistakes, only lessons
There are no problems, only opportunities /  challenges /  quick solutions /  
situations to overcome
There are no answers, only more questions /  opinions /  empathy /  memories 
There are no rules, only recommendations /guidelines /  what feels good to you

As one can see, there are fuzzy borders between proverbial and non-proverbial 
(more context-dependent) uses.

If adjective modifiers with negative connotations (bad, dull, etc.) are used (see 6 
a, c, d), the underlying abstract pattern meaning is: ‘Not the facts that seem to be 
negative are the problem, but the causes or circumstances.’ The pragmatic function 
could be paraphrased as a ‘rejection’ or ‘injunction’: ‘You shouldn’t focus on bad 
results, but look at the real reasons or background.’
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The two highest-ranked filler pairs are dogs -  owners and weather -  
clothing/clothes, but both account for only 5 % of the total fillers. There are many 
different filler pairs, e.g.:

(8 )
soldiers -  officers
children -  parents
foods -  diets /  oversize portions
students -  teachers /  bad instructors
colors -  color combinations
snow -  skiers
choices -  lifestyles

The filler pairs that occur only one time support the pattern status as well, e.g.

(9)
vintage -  winemakers
assignments -  things that are done badly
ideas -  undeveloped ones
land -farmers
stories -  writers /  authors

In comparison, the X Y slots in the German pattern fragment kein(e) schlechte(s.n) 
X (sondem) nur schlechte(s) Y are disproportionally frequently filled by lexemes 
that refer to the ‘weather -  clothing’ context (about 70 %). This is sill the more 
remarkable, as the frequency of the German pattern with the first component 
schlecht is many times higher than the English with the first component bad/1. 
If we search for this pattern, including the second adjective schlecht before the Y 
slot (kein(e) schlechte(n.s) X (sondem) nur schlechte(s) Y), the “weather percentage” 
increases to more than 90 %. Because of these results, one cannot assume a general, 
context-free pattern status in German, but only variants of the sentence Es gibt 
kein schlechtes Wetter, (sondem) nur schlechte Kleidung (There’s no bad weather, 
only bad clothing). An interesting result of the analysis of corpus citations is that 
the vast majority of uses of this sentence are really embedded in a ‘weather con-
text’ with the meaning that any weather can be endured wearing the right clothes 
and that you should, therefore, not cancel your outdoor activities because of bad 
weather. As this specific context is so dominant, this fixed lexicalized sentence 
cannot be regarded as a real proverb. Such a status can only be considered if the 
following abstract meaning could be proven in the corpus: ‘If you prepare appro-
priately, you can master or enjoy any situation’. Examples (10) and (11) illustrate

12 In deTenTenl3 the pattern fragment kein(e) schlechte(n,s)X(sondem) nurschlechte(s) 
Y occurs 2,616 times.
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possible contexts, but I could find no more than three citations in DeReKo for the 
non-weather, abstract use:

( 10)
Wenn mich einer fragt: Wie war im Urlaub das Wetter?, antworte ich stets: Es 
gibt kein schlechtes Wetter, nur schlechte Kleidung. So ist es nämlich auch mit dem 
Glücklichsein. Es kommt nicht von allein, man muß schon etwas dafür machen. 
(DeReKo: die tageszeitung, 01.07.1997, p. 22)
(If somebody asks me: How was the weather during vacation? I always answer: 
7here’s no bad weather, only bad clothing. It’s the same thing with being happy.
It does not come on its own; one has to do something for it.)

( 1 1 )
“Wir als Alpenverein sind nicht gegen Windenergieanlagen. Bei uns gibt es ein 
Sprichwort: ‘Es gibt kein schlechtes Wetter, sondern nur unpassende Kleidung.’ Es 
gibt auch keine schlechten Windräder, sondern nur unpassende Standorte“, so 
die ÖAV Sektion Köflach [...] (DeReKo: Kleine Zeitung, 03.07.2015, p. 27)
(“We as the Alpine Club are not against wind turbines. We have a proverb: 
‘There’s no bad weather, only unsuitable clothing.’ There are also no bad wind 
turbines, only unsuitable locations”, so the ÖAV Section Köflach [...])

We can conclude that the German saying Es gibt kein schlechtes Wetter, nur schlechte 
Kleidung is used as a fixed building block, but not as a proverb. The German frag-
ment kein(e) schlechte(n,s) X (sondern) nur schlechte(s) Y is highly restricted by 
‘weather -  clothing' and therefore it cannot be interpreted as a proverb pattern. It 
remains to be seen if this sentence itself and/or the underlying structures kein(e) 
schlechte(n,s) X (sondern) nur schlechte(s) Y resp. the more abstract pattern Es gibt 
kein X nur Y (There’s no X only Y) will be adopted in the German proverb vocabu-
lary or vanish in the flow of communication.

The English version There is no bad weather, only bad clothes/clothing is much 
less common than the German version. In contradiction to this, the abstract 
English pattern There is/are/There’s no X only/just Y is a very frequent proverb 
formula in current language use13 with a big range of variants, but with a stable 
abstract meaning, and also with references to early proverb use in the 18th and 
19th centuries (cf. Mieder 2015, p. 31).

4. On the w ay to a new  German proverb pattern:
X  du noch, oder Y du schon?

Finally, I would like to show how a new sentence pattern emerged from a very 
popular advertising slogan, namely the slogan of the Swedish furniture retail chain

13 With morphological and lexical variants like There’s-, There is-, There are this pattern 
occurs about 9,000 times in enTenTenl3.
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IKEA: Wohnst du noch, oder lebst du schori? (Do you still reside or do you live 
already?) from 2002. With this strange question EKEA wanted to express their new 
corporate philosophy. The goal is not only to refurnish and redecorate a living 
space, but also to create a new and better attitude towards life: self-fulfillment in 
my own house. The TV spot shows a fairly gloomy and old-fashioned apartment. 
A woman asks her husband to put out the garbage. The man goes to the window, 
pulls down the curtains and begins to throw the curtains, carpets, chairs, etc. out 
the window. First, the woman is in horror. But at the end one sees a stylish home 
and the couple newly in love. Pretty soon, the slogan made an exceptional quota-
tion career: first as a slogan, later also as a pattern. Example (12) refers explicitly to 
the advertising source context. In (13), the sentence is marked as an IKEA slogan, 
but embedded in a non-advertising context:

Der neue Ikea-Katalog ist wie ein Spiegel unserer Befindlichkeiten und Sehnsüchte. 
„ Wohnst du noch, oder lebst du schon?“, fragt der Möbelkonzem und empfiehlt, 
näher zusammenzurücken. (DeReKo: Berliner Zeitung, 28.09.2002, p. 1)
(The new IKEA catalogue is like a mirror of our states of mind and desires.
“Do you still reside or do you five already?” asks the furniture company and 
recommends moving closer together.)

„ Wohnst du noch, oder lebst du schon?“ war diesmal das Frauenfrühstück in 
Singhofen überschrieben, das sich mit dem Thema „Auf der Suche nach Sinn 
und Werten“ beschäftigte. Ausgerichtet auf den Werbeslogan des bekannten 
schwedischen Möbelhauses waren die Tische dezent, aber sehr festlich blau-
gelb geschmückt. (DeReKo: Rhein-Zeitung, 29.11.2006)
(“Do you still reside or do you live already?” was the motto of the women’s 
breakfast in Singhofen this time. The topic of the event was “In search of 
meaning and values.” In reference to the advertising slogan of the well-known 
Swedish furniture store, the tables were decorated modestly, but very festively 
in blue-yellow)

The two verbal fillers of the pattern became more and more varied while maintaining 
the structure X du noch, oderY du schon (Do you still X or do you Y already?). The 
pattern was also transferred to many other areas of life, e.g.

( 1 2 )

(13)

(14)
Träumst -  planst 
Glaubst -  denkst 
Sprichst -  kommunizierst 
Isst -  genießt 
Arbeitest -  entspannst 
Frierst -  heizt

(dream -  plan)
(believe -  think)
(speak -  communicate)
(eat -  enjoy) 
(work -  relax) 
(freeze -  heat)
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The pattern status is incontestable, because the following abstract meaning can be 
assigned to all variations: ‘The question must be raised, whether one state of affairs 
is still desirable, or whether another is preferable.’

If you compare the IKEA slogans in other languages, it becomes clear that only 
the German slogan structure was predestinated to become a model for pattern 
genesis: Live your life, love your home (United Kingdom), Bienvenido a la Republica 
Independiente de tu Casa (Welcome in the independent republic of your home) 
(Spain) or Gewohnt anders (Familiarly different) (Switzerland). This is a word-
play: The German word form gewohnt means ‘familiar’ but is also the participle 
form of the verb wohnen (to live).

5. Summary
Using results of our corpus-driven methodology, I showed that restrictions on sen-
tence patterns -  both general patterns and proverb patterns are not predictable a 
priori, but can only be identified by exploring many similar-use cases. From a con-
trastive perspective, this approach gives an innovative insight into the following 
question: on which level of abstraction and with regard to which fixed and vari-
able components are patterns in different languages convergent and/or divergent? 
Generally, the relations are very complex, and we only find partially convergent 
structures (e.g. the dominant TIME concept for the Better -  than patterns). One can 
often observe a gradual typicality, and the percentage of proverb realizations for an 
equivalent pattern differs among languages. But our corpus validation showed that 
proverbs are definitely perceived and used as relatively fixed entities and often as 
sentences, and that in many cases proverbs are the most frequent variants of the 
pattern. Speakers seem to have a strong sentence-level knowledge, even though 
they don’t distinguish proverbs from sayings or mottos and so on. This sentence- 
level knowledge enables them to create analogies and to produce new realizations 
of the same proverb pattern. There are two entries in the mental lexicon: one for 
a lexicalized proverb and one for a pattern that can also be activated for non-
proverb use.
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